
Bulk cargo by its nature contains variable 
particle sizes. From coal or grains, to iron 
ore or chemical powders, particle sizes 
range upwards of 50mm diameter right 
down to 0.001mm and smaller. Different 
batches of the same commodity type can 
vary significantly in their average particle 
size, and their minimum and maximum 
particle size. Where minimum particle 
sizes fall below 1mm diameter, handling 
the product at all is likely to create some 
level of dust. When unloading a bulk 
cargo vessel with a grab, the commodity 
is disturbed when handled and can be 
exposed to through-winds. In these 
conditions it is probable that smaller 
particles will become airborne and create 
environmental dust.

Small particles, big problems
Dust emitted from dry bulk commodities 
is a serious concern. At its most simple, 
dust is a loss of product. Dust can be a 
harmful pollutant for both the sea and the 
air in the vicinity of a port, as well as being 
a hazard to the health of port workers 
and any nearby residential or industrial 
communities. It is also a safety hazard, 
with dust from many bulk products posing 
a potential explosion risk, a fire hazard, 
as well as obscuring visibility in a busy 
industrial environment. 

Many jurisdictions are now legislating 
around the levels of permissible dust in the 
air and new regulations introduced have 
put pressure on port operators to take 
the risks posed by airborne dust more 
seriously and to mitigate them. Evermore 
enlightened port operators are seeing it 
as in their own interest to protect the bulk 
products they handle, their workers and 
their local environment, by using measures 
to prevent the creation of excess dust and 
to suppress the dust that is generated in 

the handling process.
Whi le  deve lop ing our  range o f 

DOCKSOLID Environmental hoppers, we 
have given careful consideration to the 
process of unloading bulk commodities 
from ships using a crane and grab. We 
wanted to both optimise the performance 
and efficiency of the receiving hopper, 
while minimising the amount of dust 
created and suppressing the dust that is. 

For the last two decades we’ve been 
designing and redesigning ship unloading 
hoppers with dust suppression and 
prevention features and intend to share 
some of our thoughts with you here. The 
DOCKSOLID range has come about 
as a result of a many years of work and 
plenty of creative energy invested into 
getting efficient, robust and reliable hopper 
performance. The Environmental hopper 
adds our experience in environmental 
dust control to this expertise, creating – 
we believe – the most effective, as well as 
reliable and efficient, dust controlling ship 
unloading hopper on the market.

First prevention, then 
suppression
Our first focus was on prevention; it’s 
easier to prevent the creation of emitted 
dust than to contain it after it is created. 
We achieve this in a number of ways. 
Our Environmental hoppers are fitted 
with a steel ‘thimble’ or skirting around 
the hopper’s opening, providing an 
enclosed space in which the grab can 
open, protected from through winds or 
the external climate; limiting the exposure 
of the product to airflows prevents small 
particles being separated and lifted as 
airborne dust. Thus matching the right 
size hopper to the right size grab is 
crucial for dust free handling. As the grab 
opens, it prevents the flow of air into the 

hopper’s thimble, while our extraction filter 
design creates a negative pressure inside 
the hopper, pulling the product into the 
hopper and minimising dust creation. 

Af ter  the grab opens,  the bulk 
commodity passes through the hopper’s 
grid and flex-flap system; the grid is to 
stop oversize items entering the hopper 
and blocking the discharge, the flex-flap 
system is constructed from heavy-duty 
rubber flaps with steel girders – it allows 
the product to pass into the hopper, while 
preventing any product or dust rising back 
above the grid upon impact. We have 
also designed hoppers with and without 
external cladding and curtains; these can 
be useful to prevent through-winds as the 
hopper discharges to truck or rail-wagon. 

Inevitably, however, if you are unloading 
dry bulk product from vessels into trucks, 
some dust is going to be disturbed. 
Our design focus on dust prevention is 
coupled with suppression techniques to 
contain and minimise the impact of the 
airborne dust particles that are emitted 
from the handled product. 

The first stage of our dust suppression 
mechanisms is the flex-flap system 
described above – this retains dust 
emitted, upon impact of the product with 
the hopper wall, beneath the grid. Dust 
above the hopper grid, and below the 
hopper – where trucks, or wagons, are 
loaded – is suppressed using our state-of-
the-art air extraction and filtration system. 

The air extraction system removes a 
specified volume of air at a low velocity 
from above the hopper’s gr id and 
around the end of the discharge chute, 
maintaining a negative air pressure and 
pulling practically all emitted dust particles 
through a special fabric ‘sock’ filtration 
system. A compressed air reverse-
jet pulse then periodically cleans the 
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filtration fabric, and returns the collected 
dry particles to the bulk commodity, 
for discharge to trucks, rail-wagons or 
conveyors. 

Further suppression systems, such as 
a vapour deluge system, or pneumatic 
conveying systems can be incorporated 
where the environmental conditions, or 
product type, require it; however, we 
have found that the combination of dust 
thimble, flex-flap system and extraction 
filter system designed for the DOCKSOLID 
Environmental hopper range, successfully 
contains upwards of 90% of emitted dust.

Hoppers and grab partnership
The trend towards bigger vessels, faster 
unloading times and more demanding 
environmental regulations is putting 
pressure on bulk terminals – particularly 
small and multi-purpose terminals – to 
handle bulk commodities more efficiently 
and more cleanly, while being more 
flexible in what products they handle 
and ‘outload’ to surrounding logistics 
networks. 

We have seen a significant interest in 
our mobile ship unloading hoppers with 
dust prevention and suppression systems. 
Our wheel-mounted hoppers are an ideal 
solution for a flexible terminal as they can be 
quickly moved to and from the quay wall, 
or between vessel hatches, as required, 
while loading bulk product efficiently to 
trucks, rail wagons or a conveyor system. 
The Environmental hopper helps prevent a 
loss of bulk product, air and sea pollution as 
well as protecting port workers and nearby 
communities from adverse health effects 
due to exposure to fine airborne product 
particles.

Port operators, commodity companies, 
stevedores and EPC Engineers al l 
spend a lot of time, planning and money 
purchasing the right crane and grab 
for their facility – many cranes have a 
lead time in excess of 18 months. In 
contrast, it is only recently that much 
consideration has been given to selecting 
the right hopper for the job. What goes 
up must come down: the most efficient 
and effective bulk handling crane is 
only ever going to do half the job of 
unloading a vessel. A terminal’s hoppers 
determine how quickly and cleanly they 
receive bulk product, how effectively 
they handle their customers’ commodity 
and thus how efficient and competitive 
they are. We believe that cranes and 
hoppers should be thought of as having 
a symbiotic relationship; if terminals gave 
their unloading hoppers the consideration 
they give to their cranes we’d have more 
efficient, safer and less dusty ports.
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About the organisation
DOCKSOLID port equipment is a range 
of mobile, rail-mounted and static ship 
unloading hopper solutions – with a 
particular focus on highly manoeuvrable 
mobile equipment and state-of-the-art 
dust control, environmental protection 
f e a t u r e s .  D O C K S O L I D  h o p p e r s 
compete on being extremely reliable 
and robust, designed for longevity and 
ease of maintenance. DOCKSOLID is an 
equipment company owned by Buttimer 
Engineering.

Enquiries
Buttimer Engineering
Carrigeen Industrial Estate
Cahir, Co Tipperary 
Ireland

Email: info@DOCKSOLID.com
Tel: +353 52 7441377
Website: www.DOCKSOLID.com
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